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A CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE PARALLELEPIPED IN E^

EDWIN BUCHMAN AND F. A. VALENTINE

A bounded open set in the Euclidean plane E2 which has
a parallelogram as its boundary will be called a two dimen-
sional open parallelepiped. The ^-dimensional analogue of
such an object is called an open parallelepiped in En. In
order to motivate the characterization presented here, it is
desirable to recall the characterization of starshaped sets
given by KrasnoseΓskiί. In 1946 ErasnoseΓskiϊ proved that
a bounded closed set S in En is starshaped if and only
if each set of s + 1 points of S with s ^ n can see at least
one point of S via S. As is well known, this result fails if
S is unbounded. However, under what circumstances can a
set S see infinity via S in the same direction? This and
related questions led to the following which is first stated
here intuitively. The open parallelepiped in En is the only
nonempty bounded open convex set S in En which has the
property that every 2n—1 of its boundary points can see in-
finity in a same direction via the complement of S. This
result is related to a theorem of Steinitz on convex hulls.

l Formal results for parallelepipeds* The following notations

and concepts will be used

DEFINITION 1. The interior, closure, boundary and relative in-
terior of a set C in En are denoted by int C, cl C, bd C, intv C
respectively. If R is a ray, a collection of points S in a set C can
see infinity in the direction of R via C if for each point x e S the
ray R(x) with endpoint x and having the same direction as R lies in
C.

The interior of an π-dimensional parallelepiped is called an open
parallelepiped. Its 2n (^-l)-dimensional faces will be called faces, and
these, of course, consist of n pairs of parallel congruent faces.

The main result of this paper is the following.

THEOREM 1. Let S be a nonempty bounded open convex set in
n-dimensional Euclidean space En.

Then S is an open parallelepiped if and only if for each set of
2n-l points of bd S there exists at least one direction R such that all
of these 2n-l points can see infinity via the complement of S in this
direction R.
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Proof. To prove this we need to recall the following.

DEFINITION 2. A smooth point x e bd S is one at which there
exists a unique plane of support to S. Such a plane is called a tan-
gent plane of support or more briefly a tangent plane.

For each smooth point x e bd S let H{x) be the unique closed
half-space whose bounding plane is the tangent plane of support to
S at x, and such that H(x) does not contain S, so that H(x)Γ\S—0t
xehάH(x). Choose a fixed point θeEn and let H^x) be that trans-
late of H(x) which sends x to θ. Clearly if H{x) Φ H{y) then
H^x) Φ Hx{y). By hypothesis, every s with s ^ 2n — 1 of the family of
closed half-spaces {H^x), x = smooth point of S} have a ray in com-
mon. If S has at least 2n + 1 distinct tangent planes of support then a
theorem of Dines and McCoy [2], Robinson [6], Steinitz [8], Gustin
[3], implies that all the members of the set {H^x), x == smooth point
of S} have a ray R in common emanating from θ. However, since
the smooth points of bd S are dense in bd S, and since S — int S is
a nonempty bounded set, for the direction R there exists a smooth
point zebάS and a ray R(z) which has the same direction as that
of R such that R(z) Π S^ 0 . The corresponding closed half-space
which misses S and whose bounding plane supports S at z cannot
contain R(z), which is a contradiction. Furthermore, if S has fewer
than 2n distinct tangent planes, then the hypothesis implies that all
the boundary of S can see infinity via the complement of S in a same
direction. But just as above this has been shown to be impossible
Hence S has exactly 2n distinct tangent planes. That S is an open
polyhedron follows from the following fact. If an open bounded convex
set in En has a finite number m of distinct tangent planes of support,
then S is an open polyhedron having m faces. To prove this let K
be the intersection of the m closed half-spaces which contain S and
which are bounded by the m tangent planes respectively. If K Φ cl S,
since the smooth points of bdS are dense in bdS, then there exists
a smooth point and an associated tangent plane distinct from the m
tangent planes given above. Thus we have proved that S is an open
convex polyhedron whose boundary contains exactly 2n faces.

Finally, we prove that S is an open parallelepiped. Let F€

(i = 1, , 2n) denote the 2n faces of S, and choose points Pi e intv F{,
where intv 2^ is the relative interior of F{. Also let Nt be the
normal ray to F{ through p{ which is exterior to S. Translate Nt

so that Pi goes to the fixed point θ e En and denote this translate by
Ti. Since bd S bounds a compact convex set in En with S = int Sf

we have
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conv (\J Ti) = En

where conv = convex hull. Since θ e int conv U<=i Ti9 a theorem of
Steinitz [8] implies there exist points α?< (ΐ = 1, , j), a?< Φ θ, j ^ 2n,
with xt 6 U*=i 2* s u c t l t h a t 0 e i n t c o n v fe U #2 U U Xj) Also this
theorem of Steinitz implies that if for each and every such set of
points (xlf x2, , Xj) it is true that j = 2n, then every such collection
can be broken down into pairs, each of which is collinear with θ.
Suppose j<2n. Without loss of generality, rearrange subscripts so
that Xiβ Uί=i Tk. Hence, as stated above, the rays 2̂  (ί = 1, •••,.?)
encompass En (i. e. conv ( Uί=i Tt) = En). Now let R be any ray
through θ. Since conv ( Uί=i 2<) = 2£Λ, j < 2n, the ray R makes an
angle with some ray, say Tk, k <£j9 which exceeds π/2. This implies
that the translate R (pk) of R which has endpoint pk e intv Fk must
pierce S, since Nk is the outward normal to S at ^ , and since R
makes an angle with Nk which exceeds π/2. Thus, we have shown,
that if j < 2n, the j points (pu •• ,j>i) cannot all see infinity in a
same direction via the complement of S. Since this violates the
hypothesis, we have j = 2n. As mentioned above, the Steinitz
theorem [8] implies that (x19 •• ,a?2») a r e collinear in pairs with θ.
This, in turn, implies that the 2n faces of S consists of n pairs of
parallel faces. Since this implies, by induction, that S is an open
parallelepiped, Theorem 1 has been established.

2* Starshaped sets* Theorem 1 is clearly related to the extended
Euclidean space in which points at infinity are involved. As a con-
sequence we will use the following notion. For related ideas see
Allen [1].

DEFINITION 3. A set S is starshaped in the extended sense if
all of S can see some finite point of S via S or if all of S can see
infinity in the same direction via S (see Definition 1).

If S is compact, KrasnosePskiϊ's theorem as stated in our intro-
duction states that the Hetty number is n + 1. This means that if
every n + 1 points of S can see a point of S via S, then S is star-
shaped. Theorem 1 shows that the Helly number is not n + 1 for
unbounded closed sets. Robkin [7] showed that if every 2n boundary
points of a closed set in En can see infinity in the same direction via
S then all of S can see infinity in the same direction via S. Robkin
generalized this result so that the hypothesis applied only to points of
spherical support. We will obtain another theorem of this sort. To
do this we need the following definition.
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DEFINITION 4. A point x in a closed set SaEn is a point of
spherical support if there exists an open sphere B such that xebdB
and such that B Π S = 0 .

We obtain the following result.

THEOREM 2. Let S be a nonempty closed set in En. Suppose
each set of s + 1 points of spherical support of S with s rg n can
see some point of S via S.

Then S is starshaped in the extended sense (see Definition 3).

Notice that the hypothesis in Theorem 2 does not involve infinity,
for then the Helly number could not be n +'l, by virtue of Theorem
1. However, the conclusion does involve infinity.

Proof. Consider the collection K of points of spherical support
of S. If K — 0 , then S = En, and the theorem is obviously true.
Hence, suppose SφEn. For xeK, let {Ba(x), aeA} be the collection
of all open spheres of support to S at x, and let Ha{x) denote the
closed half-space whose bounding plane supports Ba(x) at x, and for
which Ba(x) Π Ha(x) = 0 . Define

(1)

aeA

and let

M= {H(x), xeK} .
Since S φ En, K contains at least one point. Since every $ + 1
(s ^ n) members of M have a point in common, and since H(x), xeK
is convex, Helly's theorem [4] implies that each finite subcollection
of M has a point in common. If some finite subcollection of M has
a bounded intersection, then compactness implies that

(2) O H (x) T̂  0 .
xeK

Hence, suppose every finite subcollection has unbounded intersection.
If Hx(x) is the translate of H(x) which sends a; to a fixed point
θeEn, then each finite subset of {H^x), xeK} has a ray in common
through θ. The theorem of Dines and McCoy [2] implies that all
the members of {H^x), xe K} have a ray in common through θ.
This, in turn, implies that there exists a direction R such that each
point xeK is the endpoint of a ray R{x) c Ή.(x) having x as end-
point.

To complete the proof, we need to show that either S is star-
shaped with respect to a point in (2) or that S can see infinity via
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S in the direction of R, defined above. In case 1, if (2) holds, let
pε ΠxeκH(χ)> a n ( i suppose a point xeS exists such that px ςt S. In
case 2, if (2) fails, suppose a point xeS exists such that R(x) φ S.
In either case, a point y exists with yepx in case 1, and with
y e R(x) in case 2 such that y g S. Set up a linear order on xy from
x to #, so that x < y. Since S is closed, there exists a real value
t > 0 and an open sphere JB (y, t) with center 2/ and radius t such that
SP\B(y,t) = 0 . Also let B(u,t/2) be a sphere with center u and
radius ί/2 where x <u ^y on xy. Now, define the convex set

N(u) = cl conv \B(y91) (j -B(w, ί/2)J

where cl conv = closed convex hull. Since S is closed and since
N(y)f) S = 0 , there exists a point wexy such that # ^ w < y and
such that

(3) N(w) n bd S Φ 0 , S Π int iSΓ(w) = 0 .

Choose ze S ΠbdN(w). Clearly z is a point of spherical support of
S since each point of bd N (w) lies on the boundary of an open sphere
lying in int N(w), and since (3) holds. Since the set H(z) in (1) at
z contains no ray in the direction of xy, in case 1, H(z) cannot con-
tain p which violates (2), and in case (2), H(z) cannot contain a ray
R(z) with endpoint z and parallel to R. Since this is a contradiction,
we have proved that S is starshaped in the extended sense.
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